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Cost reduction in
Intensive Care Unit
with faster antibiotic
stewardship
The problem of rising costs in today’s Intensive Care Unit
 ach night in the ICU costs about 3,000 €1
e
rising hospital costs due to longer patients stays in the ICU
especially for infected people2
high bacterial infection rates in today’s ICUs: around 4% of ICU
patients are infected and 70% of them are treated with at least

1 antibiotic leading to mortality risk in approximately 30% of
patients.3
this leads to rising costs for hospitals when patients are treated
with inappropriate antibiotics4

The role of antibiotic treatment in rising hospital costs
 ntimicrobial resistance is a burden in today’s hospital
A
management: already around 4.95 Million deaths from AMR
infections globally5
problem of AMR will get worse: by 2050: around 10 Million
deaths worldwide due to antimicrobial resistance5
increasing AMR will affect hospital management and rising
hospital costs

 increased costs of longer length of stay is the most significant
cost factor in healthcare-associated infection e.g. hospital length
of stay (range 1-20 days) due to AMR infections6
problem of inadequate initial antibiotic therapy increases hospital
length of stay --> right initial therapy can reduce average
weighted length of stay (LOS) by 4.7 days7

Reducing antibiotic treatment duration will reduce in-hospital and ICU
length of stay, and the likelihood of antibiotic-caused adverse events while
resulting in optimized therapy, improved outcomes, and reduced costs.

Save costs with the

solution

faster results help
with early adpation
of therapy

Random
access with easy
workflow

reducing costs
for hospital

Multiple
Sample Types

reducing
length of stay7
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Save Hospital Costs with shorter ICU stays with the Unyvero Solution
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Our solution: Fast & Simple Antibiotic Therapy
after 4 to 5 hours 8
Unyvero reduced the use of inappropriate antibiotic
therapy by 45.1%
Unyvero gives results on pathogens and resistances of a
broad menu of most important pathogens in 4-5 hours,
instead of 72 hours with culture
Unyvero shortened inappropriate antibiotic therapy by 39
hours, and reduced overall therapy duration by 22.54 %
3 times higher probability of avoiding inappropriate anti8
biotic therapy in the patient group diagnosed by Unyvero

Reducing Antibiotic treatment duration, in-hospital and ICU length of stay,
and the likelihood of antibiotic-caused adverse events while resulting in
optimized therapy, improved outcomes, and reduced costs.

Cost Impact of the Unyvero Solution 9
Average LOS was reduced by 2.26 days using Unyvero
€527.92 with Unyvero versus €753.31 per patient for Traditional
Culture as average antibiotic treatment costs
Average hospital stay cost per patient was €23,870.03 compared
to €21,661.91 for Traditional Culture and Unyvero added to
Traditional Culture

Conclusion
The use of Unyvero is associated
with shorter hospital length of
stay versus traditional technique,
allowing cost savings at hospital
level

Unyvero reduced average total costs by €2208.12 per patient
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